
More information can be found on the blog albafos, especially in lectures. 

THE PROCESSES OF PURIFICATION OF PLANET EARTH 

Earth scientists describe this planet like work of accident and like dead piece of rock – 

thereby promoting and strengthen human pseudoreality, which is produced and 

controlled by the negative state. But planet Earth actually isn’t dead, on the contrary 

it’s living being, wich is also in higher level than human.    

Humanity, which is planet Earth forced carry on their shoulders, is huge source of 

negative energy – most of people focus your thoughts to money, property, alcohol, 

cigarettes and others – these coarse-vibratory energy, which is planet Earth 

perceives, make her a lot of pain and hurt her. Therefore she‘s trying to get rid of 

them or at least reduce the amount of them – by so-called nature disasters.  

So nature disasters aren’t results of random processes in the atmosphere or earth's 

crust, but effort of planet earth to get rid of coarse-vibratory energy produced by 

controlled and manipulated humanity. As we approach the fullness of the negative 

state, the number and intensity of unloving human thoughts (= coarse-vibratory 

energy) rises. This is the reason, why there is still more and more nature disasters – 

by these processes of purification the planet Earth relieves pain caused by human 

negative thoughts. 

These processes of purification mainly concern densely populated areas, where is the 

biggest concentration coarse-vibratory energy – especially east Asia and east coast 

USA. Good example of processes of purification is earthquake in Japan in 2011 - tens 

of meters high tsunami was one of the many warning for local and whole world, 

that way on which human walk, is wrong. This same also apply for hurricanes, etc.  

Beings In the true positive creation live in harmony with nature and in love – they 

accept and love the Prime Creator of everything and all with the nature of the Lord 

Jesus Christ and follow his laws of love – in this loving environment doesn’t exist 

processes of purification.  

Situation of humanity is quite the opposite and if unchanged, the processes of 

purification will still continue and grow. Planet Earth also could make a global 

processes of purification - fall continents of hundreds of meters, massive floods, etc – 

this is likely to take place during the fullness of the negative state. 

When the negative state fulfills its purpose, the Prime Creator of everything and all 

with the nature of the Lord Jesus Christ him forever ends and after that will be 

follow the fullness of the positive state – period just of love, goodness and truth.        


